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there is no risk of the same being exposed to the action of the weather by cutting awa/ the surrounding earth. Natural cement concrete, however, shall be used only where a firm and uniform foundation is found to exist after excavations are completed. In all cases where foundations are liable to be exposed to the action of the water, or wfiere the material in the bottom of excavations is soft or of unequal firmness, Portland cement concrete must be employed for foundation work.
(See specification" for using railroad iron in foundation.) (Par. No. 16.)
5.    Natural Cement Concrete shall usually be made in the proportions (by measure)  of one part of approved cement to two parts of sand and five parts of crushed stone, all of character as above specified.    For Portland cement concrete foundations one part of approved cement, three parts of sand and six parts of crushed stone may be used.    Wherever in the judgment of the Engineer or Inspector in charge of the work, a stronger concrete is required than is above specified, the proportions of sand and crushed stone employed may be reduced, a natural cement concrete of one, two and four, and a Portland cement concrete of one, two and five being substituted for those above specified.
6.    Portland Cement Concrete for the bodies of piers and abutments, for all wing-walls for same, and for the bench walls of arch culverts, shall generally be made in the proportions (by measure) of one part of cement, two and one-half parts of'sand and six parts of crushed stone.    Where special strength may" be required for any of this work, concrete in the proportions of one, two and five may be used; but all such cases shall be submitted to the judgment of the Engineer of Bridges, before any change from the usual specification is to be allowed.
7.    For Arch Rings of arch culverts and for parapet head walls and copings to same, Portland cement concrete^ in proportions of one, two and five, shall generally be used.    Concrete of these proportions shall also generally be used for parapet walls behind bridge seats of piers or abutments, and for the finished copings (if used) on wing walls of concrete abutments, also for arch work in combination with I-beams or in combination with iron work for transverse loading.
8.    Bridge Seats of piers and abutments and copings of concrete masonry which are to carry pedestals for girders or longer spans of iron work, shall generally be made of crushed granite and Portland cement, in the proportion (by measure) of one part of approved cement, two parts of fine granite screenings, and three parts of coarser granite screenings, the larger

